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Intelligent attitude planning algorithm
based on the characteristics of low
radar cross section characteristics of
microsatellites under complex constraints

Bing Hua1, Rui-Peng Liu1, Yun-Hua Wu1 and Da-Fu Xu2

Abstract

The attitude optimization problem of spacecraft under restricted conditions is an important issue of spacecraft planning

control. This paper aims at on-orbit microsatellites, which is based on the directional characteristics of their own low

radar cross section designs, maintaining low detection probabilities for ground, sea, and space-based detection systems,

and simultaneously satisfying the constraint conditions of complex attitude constraints. In this paper, an improved pigeon-

inspired optimization algorithm and a nonredundant attitude description method—modified Rodrigues parameters—are

used to solve the problem of attitude optimal planning for satellites under complex constraints. This paper focuses on

the core evolution mathematical model of the pigeon-inspired optimization algorithm based on the modified Rodrigues

parameter, the iterative evolution process of the individual in the pigeon population, and the fitness function model of the

individual at different positions. The comparison between the classical pigeon-inspired optimization algorithm and the

improved pigeon-inspired optimization algorithm is made in the planned result and resource occupancy, respectively.

The simulation results show that the improved algorithm has a faster convergence speed and a smoother optimization

result than the classic pigeon-inspired optimization algorithm, where it greatly reduces the computational load and

reduces the load of the control system, thus achieving an optimal algorithm.
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Introduction

Microsatellites have the characteristics of simple
structure, small volume, light weight, low cost, fast
assembling, and so on, and because it is based on
the advantage of volume and quality, it can recognize
the rapid deployment of a large number of satellites,
which has a crucial position in military and civil fields.
However, due to its size and quality limitations,
satellite fuel has certain constraints, and the large atti-
tude changes result in the consumption of large
amounts of fuel, greatly reducing the service life of
the satellite. At the same time, in-orbit satellites are
also vulnerable for a variety of anti-satellite radar
detection equipments.

With the rapid development of space anti-satellite
technology, the United States and Russia have the
most advanced space surveillance system with stra-
tegic missile monitoring functions.1 The greatest
threats to microsatellites are the ground-based
radar, sea-based radar, space-based radar, infrared,

and optical monitoring system, which range from
hundreds of kilometers to thousands of kilometers,
and some up to tens of thousands of kilometers.
At present, the United States has a larger, more
advanced global space exploration system.
The system consists of Naval Space Surveillance
System (NAVSPASUR),2 Space Tracking System
(STS), Ground-based Electro-optical Deep Space
Surveillance (GEODSS), Space-based Surveillance
System (SBSS) and others. Space detection of
phased array radar, synthetic aperture radar, optical
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detection equipment and also HAX radar works in
the Ku band with the center frequency of 16 GHz
and bandwidth of 2GHz, and can detect the target
where the orbital height is less than 6400 km and the
diameter is greater than 1 cm1 accurately positioned
to track the target diameter of 10 cm. In the geosyn-
chronous orbit, it can be achieved with a precise pos-
itioning and tracking the target of 30 cm3 diameter.

In recent years, with the rapid development of
space detection equipment and anti-satellite weapons,
the technology of low detectability has also developed
rapidly. Effective technical measures can be used to
attenuate (or eliminate) the satellite’s radar, laser, vis-
ible, and infrared scattering characteristics and make
satellite functions and operational intentions hard (or
unable) to be identified,4 which is prominently pre-
sent. The space-based detection equipment is based
on the observability of the target, therefore, the key
to improving the operational efficiency and survivabil-
ity of on-orbit satellites using low-detectability tech-
nology is to reduce the detectability of space
exploration equipment and anti-satellite weapons to
astronomical objects. In terms of microsatellite stealth
technology, the design of radar cross section (RCS) is
the most simple and effective way to increase the dif-
ficulty of radar detection.5

However, one of the important aspect of the stealth
fighter is the satellite stealth technology, which is usu-
ally based on a certain shape structure, and this struc-
ture has extremely clear directionality. Therefore, the
attitude planning results based on the azimuth and
pitch angles of the radar will directly determine the
stealth performance and effect of the satellite.

At present, for the spacecraft attitude planning
problem, the constraint monitoring algorithm of the
‘‘Cassini’’ Saturn probe6 and the planning method of
the path bypassing proposed by Hablani achieved the
spacecraft attitude movement of the autonomous real-
time planning, but this algorithm cannot optimize the
path with target.7 Avanzini et al.8 constructed the
potential function such that the attitude can move
toward the potential function, so as to achieve the
attitude planning and attitude avoidance, but the
problem brought to this method is easy to fall
into the local optimal solution. Kim and Mesbahi9

considered the dynamics and spatial geometric con-
straints together to transform the attitude planning
problem into semi-definite programming problem,
but the algorithm will increase dramatically as the
constraint increases.

At present, the problem of low detectability
attitude planning for microsatellites has not been
published at inland and abroad except that of Su
and Zhou.10 However, the current attitude-planning
algorithm only considers the threat posed by the
exploratory radar to the satellite, and does not con-
sider the satellite’s own payload and the task’s limita-
tion on the satellite attitude. Meanwhile, the current
research does not plan the rolling angle of the satellite,

and because only the threat of the sea-based radar is
considered, the pitch angle of the attitude planning
algorithm can only be planned in [0–180�].

Based on the limitations of microsatellites’ quality,
volume and attitude control ability, and the develop-
ment of space-based space exploration technology,
this paper will discuss the three-axis omnidirectional
attitude planning algorithm, so that the attitude of a
satellite can be a safe, convenient, low power to avoid
the attitude of the path to the restricted area, while
maintaining a low detectability.

The paper is organized as follows: the upcoming
section introduces the low RCS structure based on
on-orbit microsatellites. Next section introduces the
modified Rodrigues parameter and the attitude
space under the modified Rodrigues parameter.
Subsequent section introduces the classical PIO algo-
rithm and its fitness function model and the improved
PIO algorithm and its fitness function model. Finally,
the experimental results of two different algorithms
are introduced and conclusions are provided.

Problem establishment

The orbital height of microsatellites is low, generally
in hundreds of kilometers of altitude. The main threat
to microsatellites comes from detection systems con-
sisting of ground-based, sea-based, and space-based
radars.7 The orbit of stars can be calculated by the
detection of microsatellite tracking and, thus, the next
over-location and time can be accurately forecasted.
When combined with appropriate interference and
camouflage, it can also reduce the satellite’s perform-
ance effectively. The microsatellite must then maintain
a specific attitude angle for the radar detection, beam
based on its own with low RCS structure.

If satellites are about to enter the ground, sea-
based, and space exploration radar detection area,
the attitude planning of the low RCS structure of
the satellite must be carried out when the satellite
crosses the threat zone according to the characteristics
of the threat radar distribution coordination, radar’s
power, pitch angle, and wave band. So that the low
RCS structure of the satellite is always aligned with
the weighted detection center of the ground-based,
space-based detection system to achieve the lowest
detectability. As shown in Figure 1, from satellite
No. 1 (the satellite being detected) to the ground
lead tangent, from each tangent will form a cone.
Ground radars R1, R2, R3 in the CDB arc and
space detection radars mounted on the satellite No.
2 (space-based detection satellite) will threaten satel-
lite No. 1, the radars R4, R5, R6 in the CEB arc do
not pose a threat, and with the movement of the sat-
ellite, the threat from the space radar and R1 will
gradually weaken to disappear. With the R6 radar
gradually into the horizon, the threat of radar to sat-
ellite No. 2 will gradually increase; satellite No. 2
should be followed with the corresponding attitude
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adjustment. And the satellite payload and the task will
pose a constraint on the satellite attitude and require-
ments. Assuming the satellite is a remote sensing sat-
ellite, the CCD camera on the satellite will burn the
charge-coupled device if it is pointing at the sun for a
long time during the gesture planning process. Based
on the above two factors, this paper focuses on the
problem of attitude optimal programming for micro-
satellites under the condition of a series of complex
attitude constraints and attitude requirements.

The establishment of attitude space

based on modified Rodrigues parameter

Modified Rodrigues parameter space

The currently used methods of describing satellite atti-
tude are the Euler angle, direction cosine method, and
quaternion method. Euler angles are a set of min-
imum implementations of describing gestures, but
the operation of trigonometric functions and inverse
trigonometric functions are too much to compute.
Directional cosine method needs to solve nine equa-
tions but the computational complexity is still large.
Quaternion method has only one redundancy, it only

needs to solve four equations, when compared to the
previous two methods with regard to the computation
and its complexity has been greatly improved, but
because of its redundancy, its covariance matrix
comes into being singular, which affects its applica-
tion effect. While the modified Rodrigues parameter
does not need trigonometric function or iterative cal-
culation, and the computational efficiency is about

one time better than the quaternion method.8,9

There are no restrictions on the angle, no redundant
constraints, and it can be directly used as attitude
error signal for attitude control. The usage of the
modified Rodrigues parameter as the control signal
only needs a linear feedback control that can easily
achieve a wide range of asymptotic convergences.

In the modified Rodrigues parameter coordinate
system (hereinafter referred to as R coordinate
system), the x-axis of the satellite at the initial
moment is located at the vector OA ¼ r, and is
located at OB ¼ r0 after the elapse of time t. The rota-
tion is equivalent to the satellite with regard to the
unit vector u as the axis of rotation, and rotate by �
degrees. The rotation angle � and the unit vector u
can be expressed in the form of u�, denoted by �
called the modified Rodrigues parameter (hereinafter
referred to as R-parameter) (Figure 2).

� ¼ tan
’

4

� �
� u ð1Þ

And irrespective of its clockwise or counterclock-
wise rotations of more than 180�, it can be equivalent
to the opposite direction of rotation ’

�� ��. After the R-
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Figure 1. Low RCS structure design and space configuration
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Figure 2. The modified Rodrigues parameters of satellite
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Thus, the pitch angle �, the roll angle �, and the
yaw angle  can be expressed as

� ¼ arcsin T32ð Þ

� ¼ arctan � T31

T33

� �

 ¼ arctan T12

T22

� �

8>>><
>>>:

ð3Þ

Establishment of attitude planning spatial model

The attitude space coordinate system consists of three
mutual orthogonal pitch axes, the yaw axis, and the
roll axis as shown in Figure 4.

The attitude space is constructed with regard to
the modified Rodrigues parameter space. The three
axes of the space are three elements of the R-para-
meter vector. Meanwhile, it has to be taken into
account the spacecraft in orbit to avoid some dan-
gerous points: e.g.19 low-temperature cooling tele-
scope cannot be pointed at the sun; the star
sensor cannot be pointed at the sun or other
bright areas; heat dissipation surface cannot be
exposed to the sun’s radiation for a long time as
shown in Figure 3.

There are two constraints in the constraint model
of attitude planning, i.e. prohibiting entry into the
area and prohibiting the exit from the area.20 The
microsatellite telescope and other optical sensitive
devices’s center view of the vector is as mi, bright
light objects relative to the direction of small satel-
lites vector as ni, the corresponding viewing angle as
�i, and it is required that the angle between optical
sensors and light celestial bodies must be greater

than a certain value (corresponding to the first con-
straint). At the same time, it is necessary that the
relative angle of the optical remote sensing device of
the satellite to the target must be smaller than the
viewing angle of the device (corresponding to the
second constraint) as well as constraints imposed
by various other factors.

The attitude angle of the corresponding satellite
above the limiting region is converted into R-para-
meter, corresponding to the R-parameter planning
space as shown in Figure 4. In the R-parameter plan-
ning space, various restricted regions are correspond-
ing to the sphere with a certain attitude as the center
of the sphere, and if the constraint is nonspherical,
then they are equalized as various spheres, and then
these spheres are gathered together to make their
outer envelope close to the corresponding restricted
area.

In the R-parameter space, each of the gestures that
need to be circumvented are as follows: the property of
the threat source, and the threat level corresponding to
the spherical coordinates of each sphere in the space,
the radius of the sphere, and the threat level set for each
sphere. And the area of the threat that needs to be
avoided is positive and the threat level of the nonde-
parting area is negative. The R-parameter of the target
attitude is set as �t ¼ ½ �1 �2 �3 �

T, which is based
on the information of the azimuth of the ground, sea,
and space radar.

Let the initial R-parameter be �0 ¼ 0 0 0
� �T

,
based on the information of the orientation of the
ground, sea-based, and space-based radar, combined
with the low RCS directional characteristics of the
microsatellite. The R-parameter of the target can be
expressed as �t ¼ ½ �1 �2 �3 �

T, and at the same

Figure 3. Microsatellite space avoidance and restricted attitude.
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time, the mission requirements of the microsatellite,
payload constraints, and a series of attitude need to
circumvent or restrict the conversion to the corres-
ponding R-parameters. In the R-parameter space,
each posture is to be restricted or evaded, where the
nature of the threat source and the threat level cor-
respond to the sphere coordinates of each sphere in
the space, the radius of the sphere, and the threat level
for each sphere, respectively.

At the same time, in order to simplify the
model and reduce the computation, rotation is car-
ried out in the X-axis (indicated by the solid red
line in Figure 4) in the original R-parameter space
to a direction that is the orientation of the starting
attitude to the target attitude. The original Y-, Z-,
and X-axis are fixed,21 and rotate to get a new R-
parameter space coordinate system (dashed blue
line in Figure 4). In this paper, all the parameters,
targets, and obstacles of the attitude space model
are all established in the new R-parameter attitude
space.

Assume that the initial attitude of the satellite in

the R-parameter space is �1,0 �2,0 �3,0
� �T

, based

on the low RCS characteristics of the satellites and
the azimuth angle of the threat source, the planning
target attitude of the satellite attitude is

�1,d �2,d �3,d
� �T

. According to the payload and so

on, the center of the threat region in the R-parameter

space is Tcenter kð Þ ¼ �1,T �2,T �3,T
� �T

, the radius of

the threat area is TradiusðkÞ, and the threat level is tk.

Attitude planning algorithm based on
improved pigeon-inspired optimization

In recent years, various population-based swarm
intelligence algorithms have developed rapidly, and
are widely used in various fields of dynamic

programming optimization problem. The most not-
able of these are particle swarm optimization (PSO),
ant colony optimization, artificial bee colony (ABC),
and intelligent water drops (IWD). However, these
algorithms have some problems such as slow conver-
gence speed, easy to fall into local optimal solution,
low computational efficiency, and long time in com-
puter simulation. In view of the above problems, the
classic PIO algorithm needs to achieve some
improvement.

Classic PIO optimization algorithm

Classic PIO algorithm is developed based on the
pigeon in homing navigation process. When away
from the destination, pigeons rely on the Earth’s
magnetic field and the location of the sun to navi-
gate, and when they near their destination they
mainly rely on some typical landmarks to navi-
gate.14 The pigeon population will produce elite
individuals, which will lead the pigeons who are
not familiar with the landmarks flying to the des-
tination. Thus, the PIO optimization algorithm has
two operators: (1) Map and compass operator, (2)
Landmark operator, which respectively play the sun
and the Earth’s magnetic field and landmarks role
in the planning process.10

Map and compass operator. In the R-parameter space,
suppose xi,vi be the position and velocity of the i-th
individual. xp, xg are respectively the optimal pos-
itions for each individual in the current iteration
and the optimal position generated by all individuals
in the current iteration, M is the number of individ-
uals, T1, TMAX, T is the number of iterations of the
map compass operator, maximum, and the current
number of iterations. D is the individual evolution
dimension, R is the map compass factor, which is a

Figure 4. The R-parameter spatial representation of target attitude and restricted attitude.
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fixed value between 0 and 1, rand is a random number
between 0 and 1. The map and compass operator
keeps each individual searching in nearby areas by
iterating over and over to get a relatively ideal pos-
ition and speed.15,16 The evolution law can be
expressed as follows

V Tþ 1ð Þ ¼ V Tð Þ þ rand� xpðTÞ � x Tð Þ
� �

ð4Þ

X Tþ 1ð Þ ¼ X Tð Þ � 1� e�RT
� �

þ V Tþ 1ð Þ ð5Þ

Landmark operator. In nature when pigeons are adja-
cent to the destination, they switch landmarks as a
guide to reach the destination, and those that are
unfamiliar with the landmark, will follow pigeons
familiar with the landmark. Similarly, the
classic PIO algorithm will switch to the landmark
operator after a certain number of map compass oper-
ators iterations to achieve rapid convergence and
screening, retaining the elitists generated in previous
iterations. The evolution of the law can be expressed
as follows10–12

MðTþ 1Þ ¼
M Tð Þ

2
ð6Þ

Xi Tþ 1ð Þ ¼ Xi Tð Þ þ rand� XC Tð Þ � Xi Tð Þð Þ ð7Þ

XC Tð Þ ¼

P
Xi Tð Þ � Fitness Xi Tð Þð Þ

M Tð Þ �
P

Fitness Xi Tð Þð Þ
ð8Þ

where M Tð Þ is the number of individuals in the Tth
evolution and this value in each iteration is reduced
by half in order to achieve the purpose of rapid con-
vergence, XC Tð Þ is the position of the current pigeons
center, FitnessðXi Tð ÞÞ is the fitness value of the ith indi-
vidual in the Tth evolution. At this stage of the oper-
ator, the fitness values of each individual in the pigeon
group are calculated after each iteration,17,18 and the
individuals whose fitness values are located at the latter
half are removed from the target according to the order
from small to large to achieve rapid screening thus
retaining the purpose of the best individual.

Improved PIO algorithm

Classic PIO, although possesses a fast convergence
characteristics,12,13 still has the probability of falling
into the local optimal solution, and though the experi-
mental data analysis is carried out, the variance of the
planning result is large. This will let the satellite start
the booster for attitude adjustment frequently; this is
not allowed in the optimal control. In order to avoid
the planning result fall into the local optimal solution,
optimization planning results, further speeding up the
convergence. This paper studied the planning process
of classical PIO algorithm. Considering the commu-
nication between individuals during iteration process

of evolution and the one individual’s experience of the
previous iterative process, the map and compass oper-
ator of the classic PIO algorithm has been modified,
and the refinement and improvement of the fitness
function model have been carried out.

After a large number of simulations, it is found
that with the increasing number of the iterations,
the map compass operator stage has already produced
a part of the elite individuals. While in this part the
classic PIO algorithm analyze each individual separ-
ately, in the process of evolution, only the evolution of
each individual before the results as a reference is
done, and in the evolution process, the classic PIO
algorithm only reference the previous evolutionary
results of each individual alone, but ignoring the
learning of other individuals. And if the links
strengthen between individuals at the map and com-
pass operator stage, considering the impact of elite
individuals on the whole group, it will make the
whole pigeon group closer to the optimal solution
with stronger directionality further speeding up the
convergence rate.

The classic PIO algorithm allows the individual’s
speed to be the basis of the dynamic search range, if
there is a local optimal solution in a relatively small
area, and thereby it is possible to fall into the local
optimum when the global optimal solution is rela-
tively far away. To solve this problem, improved
PIO algorithm adds an activation factor in the evo-
lution, where the activator is activated when the
entire population is relatively inactive, in the next
period of time to increase the search scope of
dynamic evolution so that the whole group can
get away from the local optimal solution. And in
order to avoid the activation factor from starting up
frequently where the algorithm has already obtained
the global optimal solution, it is set that if the fit-
ness is not further reduced at the third activation,
then the current solution is the global optimal solu-
tion. The activation factor is no longer activated in
the iterations.

The improved PIO algorithm’s map and compass
operator is described as follows

V Tþ 1ð Þ ¼ inv � V Tð Þ þ e1 � �p � �
i Tð Þ

� �
þ e2 � �g � �

i Tð Þ
� � ð9Þ

� Tþ 1ð Þ ¼ � Tð Þ � 1� e�RT
� �

þ V Tþ 1ð Þ ð10Þ

e1 ¼ logT1�T
T1

ð11Þ

e2 ¼ logTT1
ð12Þ

inv � N 0, "ð Þ
�� �� ð13Þ

where � Tð Þ and VðTÞ denote the R-parameter rep-
resentation of the three-axis angle and angular
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velocity of the satellite evolved in the Tth iteration,
�p and �g are the local optimal evolution results of
the individual before the current iteration and the
global optimal evolution result of all individuals
before the current iteration, �iðTÞ denotes the R-
parameter of the satellite attitude angle evolved by
the ith individual in T iteration, inv is an absolute
value function of a normal distribution with the
mean of 0 and the variance of ", changing the
value of " controls the dynamic search range of
pigeons, e1 is the individual factor, which represents
the recognition and learning from the local optimal
result generated before the current iteration, e2 is
the communication factor and represents the indi-
vidual’s learning of the elite individual before the
current iteration. The activation factor will be acti-
vated when the changing rate of the fitness value of
the pigeons is less than 0.1, for 10 consecutive iter-
ations. In the next 30 iterations, the activation fac-
tors variance is taken as " ¼ dt=df, with a large
dynamic search range to make groups out of the
local optimal solution.

Fitness function

The evolution function introduced in the previous sec-
tion determines whether it can generate the individ-
uals, which meet the optimization requirements,
and the quality of the fitness function determines
whether the algorithm can find out these outstanding
individuals.

Classic PIO fitness function

The fitness function of the classic PIO algorithm
only uses the distance and the threat level as the
criterion to evaluate the merits of the individual, in
calculating the distance from the threat center, and
the attitude planning results are equally divided into
several small segments in R-parameter space. Let the
distance from each segment to the threat center be
the criterion for determining whether this segment is
in the threat area. The fitness function of the ith
individual is

Fitness ið Þ ¼ w1 � distance ið Þ þ w2 � threat ið Þ ð14Þ

diatance ið Þ ¼
Xn
j¼0

Li,j ð15Þ

threat ið Þ

¼

0, if Ri,j4Rj

Li,j

5

PNt

k¼1

tk
1

d4
0:1,k

þ 1
d4
0:3,k

þ 1
d4
0:5,k

þ 1
d4
0:7,k

þ 1
d4
0:9,k

	 

, else

8><
>:

ð16Þ

wherew1 and w2 are the weight coefficients used to
adjust the planning results to avoid obstacle priority
or the shortest time priority, and w1 þ w2 ¼ 1. And
Li,j is the length of the jth planning segment of the i
individual, tk is the threat level of the kth threat, Nt is
the number of threats, d0:1,k is the distance from the
kth threat center to one-tenth of this planning seg-
ment, Rj is the threat radius of the jth threat, Ri,j

is the mean distance from the ith planning segment
to the jth threat center.10

Modified PIO fitness function. The fitness function of the
classical PIO algorithm only takes the overall attitude
planning distance and attitude, which at the threat
region is taken into consideration, but not considering
the characteristics of attitude at nonthreat region can
still affect the overall planning effect of the algorithm
and optimization effect. In the same area, fitness func-
tion establishes the different evaluation criteria for
individuals with different location characteristics.
Not only can refine the evaluation and prevent mis-
judgment, make the algorithm enhance the ability to
identify outstanding individual, at the same time redu-
cing unnecessary or even erroneous redundancy, and
finally make the algorithm could greatly reducing the
amount of computation and further optimizing the
planning results.

Then, the fitness function is further refined on the
basis of the original fitness function; the fitness func-
tion model of the improved PIO algorithm is
expressed as follows

FitnessðiÞ ¼ w1 � threat inðiÞ þ w2 � threat outðiÞ

þ w3 � distanceðiÞ þ w4 � deviateðiÞ ð17Þ

where w1 þ w2 þ w3 þ w4 ¼ 1.
When the following equation is satisfied in the R-

parameter space

Tcenterð j Þ�Tradiusð j Þ5�i,k1 Tð Þ5Tcenterð j ÞþTradiusð j Þ

That is, the abscissa of the kth attitude node is
within the threat region, Tcenter and Tradius are respect-
ively the threat centers and threat radius; when the
attitude node is located inside the threat sphere, as
shown in Figure 5 where the fitness function of the
ith individual relative to the jth threat region, then the
fitness function is

threat in ið Þj

¼

0 �i�Tj

�� ��4Rj

Li,j

5 � tj
1

d4
0:1,j

þ 1
d4
0:3,j

þ 1
d4
0:5,j

þ 1
d4
0:7,j

þ 1
d4
0:9,j

	 

�i�Tj

�� ��4Rj

8><
>:

ð18Þ

If the attitude node only passes through the zone
but does not enter the threat sphere, as shown in
Figure 6 where the fitness function of the ith
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Figure 5. The attitude R-parameter entering the threat sphere.

Figure 6. The attitude R-parameter which are not in the threat sphere.
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individual relative to the jth threat region, the fitness
function is

The overall distance cost of attitude planning is

diatance ið Þ ¼
Xn
j¼0

Li,j ð20Þ

The separation degree of the planning attitude R-
parameter in the non-threat region with the optimal
attitude planning is

deviate kð Þ

¼
0 MIN Tcenterð Þ5�i,k1 Tð Þ5MAX Tcenterð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�i,k2 Tð Þþ�i,k3 Tð Þ

q
others

8<
:

ð21Þ

where �i,k1 Tð Þ, �i,k2 Tð Þ, �i,k3 Tð Þ denotes the kth R-para-
meter node of the ith individual in the Tth iteration,
MIN Tcenterð Þ andMAX Tcenterð Þ are the nearest and far-
thest threat centers from the origin in the R-parameter
space. threat in reflects the threat of attitude in the
threat area, as the bound stable of the attitude is
still an unstable state.

threat out represents the margin of the attitude that
does not enter the threat area, which is in the vicinity
of a threat area. deviate represents the separation
degree of the overall planning process from the opti-
mal path of the target pose after it has departed the
main threat area. The smaller value of deviate allows
the planning process to quickly converge to the target
attitude after leaving the threat region, distance is the
summation of spacecraft fuel that is required for plan-
ning results.

Improved PIO algorithm attitude planning process

Attitude planning route. Based on the attitude planning
requirement and low detectable directivity require-
ments, combined with the ground, sea, space-based
threat, satellite payload, and other attitude constraints
model the model in the attitude space is transformed
into the R-parameter space. Based on the correspond-
ing initial attitude, the target pose, and the restricted
region use improved PIO algorithm to output the atti-
tude planning result as shown in Figure 7.

Algorithm flow

1. Initialization parameters

The number of pigeons – M, the search dimension
– D, initial attitude in R-parameter space –

�1,0 �2,0 �3,0
� �T

, map and compass operator iter-
ation number – T1, maximum number of iterations –

TMAX, R-parameter coordinates of the threat zone
center – Tcenter kð Þ ¼ �1,T �2,T �3,T

� �T
, threat area

radius –, threat level – tk.

2. Initialize the position of the pigeon

By performing the map and compass operators
according to equations (9) to (13), the number of iter-
ations was considered to be T1, and the local optimal
�p of each individual in the current iteration process
was selected in each iteration process and the global
optimal solution �g was generated by all individuals
during the current iteration process. The fitness values
of each iteration were calculated, and if the fitness
value changing rate was less than the threshold
value, the activation factor was found to be less
than three times, and if the fitness value of the activa-
tion factor that started-up before was continuously
decreased, then it initiated the activation factor iter-
ation by 30 times.

3. Perform the landmark operator

According to equation (7) to carry on the evolu-
tion, the center of the current population was calcu-
lated according to equation (8) in each iteration, and

A�tude
Planning
objec�ve

Satellite
Low

Detectable
direc�onali

ty

A�tude planning results

Ground, sea-based 
radar

Space Radar

Task constraints

Load characteris�c

A�tude constraint model

Figure 7. The overall structure of the algorithm.

PIO: pigeon-inspired optimization.

threat out ið Þj¼

0 �i � Tj

�� ��5Rj

tj
1

d4
0:1,j
�R4

j

þ 1
d4
0:3,j
�R4

j

þ 1
d4
0:5,j
�R4

j

þ 1
d4
0:7,j
�R4

j

þ 1
d4
0:9,j
�R4

j

	 

�i � Tj

�� ��5Rj

8><
>: ð19Þ
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ranked all individuals according to the fitness value,
and exclude half of the individuals away from the
center, when the iteration count reaches TMAX, the
output of the planning result would be present as
shown in Figure 8.

Experimental results

Considering the satellites according to the direction of
ground, sea-, and space-based radar threat, the pitch,
roll, and yaw angles need to be set to 67.1/78�,
34.2033�, and 89.1149�, respectively. And according
to the CCD camera lens carried by the satellite, it
has to avoid the sun in an angle range of exposure,
as well as in response to the monitoring of space opti-
cal detection.

Satellites carrying payloads of identifiable pay-
load shall not appear within the field of view of
optical monitoring satellites, and the visible payload
carried by the satellite cannot be seen in the field of
view of the optical monitoring satellite, etc. In
accordance with the constraints on satellite attitude,
assuming that the satellite attitude in the planning
process has to avoid five attitude-restricted areas,
these regional centers would be: (30.0686�,
41.0227�, 59.9134�), (20.2542�, 25.8577�, 13.8438�),
(44.6379�, 53.2570�, 66.8640�), (27.9892�, 18.5119�,
44.2494�), (57.4206�, 43.1903�, 72.9207�), and
based on the size of the restrictive attitude range
and the threat level, the radius of five threat regions
are set as: 10�, 10�, 8�, 12�, 8�and the threat levels
are: 12, 8, 14, 5, 10.

The experimental conditions are quad-core
2.4GHz, 6 GB memory, 64-bit computer, and
the internal parameters of the algorithm are as
follows.

. Classic PIO algorithm:

The number of individuals is M¼ 30, the plan-
ning dimension D¼ 20, and the number of

Figure 9. Planning results with D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 200.

PIO: pigeon-inspired optimization.

Start

Parameter 
ini�aliza�on

Evolu�on According to the formulas (9) to 
(13), and update the local and global best 

individual

Fitness change rate 
<decision threshold

T>T1

Evolves according to (6) - (8) and updates 
the local and global best individual

T>Tmax

Output the 
planning results

End

Ac�vate the 
ac�va�on factor 30 

itera�ons

Y

N

N
Y

N
Y

Figure 8. Flow chart of improved PIO algorithm.
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iterations is 200 as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10
(map and compass operator 150 times, landmark
operator 50 times).

. Improved PIO algorithm:
1. The number of individuals M¼ 30, the plan-

ning dimension as shown in Figure 11,

Figure 12 and Figure 17 D¼ 20, the number
of iterations 200 times (map and compass
operator 150 times, landmark operator 50
times);

2. The number of individuals M¼ 30, the plan-
ning dimension D¼ 20, the number of iter-
ations 400 times as shown in Figure 13 and

Figure 10. The change of fitness with D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 200.

Figure 11. Planning results for D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 200.

PIO: improved pigeon-inspired optimization.
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Figure 14 (map and compass operator 350
times, the landmark operator 50 times);

3. The number of individuals M¼ 60, the plan-
ning dimension D¼ 20, the number of iter-
ations 400 times as shown in Figure 15 and
Figure 16 (map and compass operator 350
times, the landmark operator 50 times).

4. A relative complex example:

Set the target attitude angle to 67.1078�, 56.2037�,
72.1149�, restricted areas increase to 10 groups,
respectively: (45.0685�, 35.0226�, 59.931417�),
(20.2542�, 25.8576�, 23.8438�), (63.6379�, 23.2570�,
78.8640�), (34.9892�, 18.5119�, 34.2494�), (57.4206�,
37.1903�, 72.9206�), (50�, 30�, 45�), (65�, 55�, 50�),
(25�, 10�, 25�), (30�, 35�, 50�), (42�, 14�, 65�). Its cor-
responding threat area radiuses are 10�, 10�, 8�, 7�, 8�,

Figure 12. The change of fitness with D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 200.

PIO: improved pigeon-inspired optimization.

Figure 13. Planning results for D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 400.

PIO: improved pigeon-inspired optimization.
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7�, 9�, 8�, 9�, 8�. Corresponding threat levels are 15,
18, 10, 25, 16, 18, 17, 25, 7, 8 as shown in Figure 18,
Figure 19 and Figure 20.

Classic PIO algorithm planning results

The operation time at D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 200 is
shown in Table 1.

Improved PIO algorithm planning results

The following results can be drawn from
simulation:

1. Convergence speed: Compared with 50 iterations
of the classical PIO algorithm, the improved PIO
algorithm has faster convergence speed, and can
find the global optimal solution at the fourth
iteration.

Figure 15. Planning results for D¼ 20, M¼ 60, TMAX¼ 400.

Figure 14. The change of fitness with D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 400.

PIO: improved pigeon-inspired optimization.
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2. CPU resource consumption: Based on the same
model parameters, initial conditions, and con-
straints, the operating time of the classical PIO
algorithm is 120.630 s, the improved PIO algo-
rithm is 20.621 s, and the modified algorithm

does not need cross-product, which reduces the
computational complexity to a great extent and
realizes the optimization of the algorithm.

3. Planning result: From the planning result image,
the improved PIO algorithm can smoothen the

Figure 16. The change of fitness with D¼ 20, M¼ 60, TMAX¼ 400.

Figure 17. Three-axis attitude planning results.
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planning result curve, and reduce the unnecessary
attitude adjustment and jitter to a great extent.

Based on the above three points, it can be seen that
compared to the classic PIO algorithm and its fitness

function, the improved PIO algorithm achieves a sig-
nificant improvement in the convergence speed, CPU
resource consumption, and planning results, and
achieves the optimization of the attitude planning as
shown in Table 2.

Figure 19. The change of fitness with D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 200.

PIO: improved pigeon-inspired optimization.

Figure 18. Planning result for D¼ 20, M¼ 30, TMAX¼ 200.

PIO: improved pigeon-inspired optimization.
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Conclusion

In this paper, microsatellites under the conditions of
payload, space mission to attitude complex con-
straints are considered, and in order for the satellite
to achieve low detectability of the earth, sea, and
space-based detection equipment, an improved PIO
optimal algorithm based on modified Rodrigues
parameter space is designed, which is quite different
when compared to the classic PIO algorithm. The
improved PIO algorithm has significant improve-
ment in planning results, on-board control system
resources, algorithm convergence speed, so that sat-
ellites in conjunction with low RCS structure,
materials, and coating design for different wave-
lengths of radar, infrared, and optical detection
equipment maintain low detectability. Even in the
threat device detection area, reasonably set attitude
constraints can hide the satellite payload so as to
achieve the purpose of hiding or deceiving detection
equipment.
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Figure 20. Three-axis attitude planning results.

Table 1. Operating time of the classical pigeon-inspired

optimization (PIO) algorithm when D¼ 20, M¼ 30,

TMAX¼ 200.

Function name

Number

of calls

Total

time (s)

Own

time (s)

Main program 1 120.630 1.654

PIO algorithm 1 116.090 1.162

Fitness value calculation

function

10,463 114.850 69.462

Distance calculation

function

4,557,137 29.967 29.967

cross-product 1,098,615 15.421 15.421

PIO: pigeon-inspired optimization.

Table 2. Operating time of the improved pigeon-inspired

optimization (PIO) algorithm when D¼ 20, M¼ 30,

TMAX¼ 200.

Function name

Number

of calls

Total

time (s)

Own

time (s)

Main program 1 20.621 0.236

PIO algorithm 1 19.094 0.374

Fitness value calculation

function

10,463 18.654 9.812

Distance calculation

function

1,216,716 8.841 8.841

cross-product 0 0 0
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Appendix

Notation

d0:1,k distance from the kth threat center to
one-tenth of this planning segment

deviate separation degree of the overall
planning process

distance summation of the spacecraft fuel
required for planning results

D individual evolution dimension
e1 individual factor
e2 communication factor
FitnessðXi Tð ÞÞ fitness value of the ith individual in

the Tth evolution
inv absolute value function of a normal

distribution with the mean of 0 and
the variance of "

Li,j length of the jth planning segment of
the ith individual

M number of individuals
M Tð Þ number of individuals in the Tth

evolution
MIN Tcenterð Þ nearest and farthest threat
MAX Tcenterð Þ centers from the origin
Nt number of threats
rand a random number between 0 and 1
R map compass factor
Rj threat radius of the jth threat
Ri,j mean distance from the ith planning

segment to the jth threat center
tk threat level of the kth threat
threat in threat of attitude which is in the

threat area
threat in ið Þj when attitude node is located inside

the jth threat sphere
threat out margin of the attitude that does not

enter the threat area
threat out ið Þj attitude node only does not enter the

jth threat sphere
T current number of iterations
T1 number of iterations of the map

compass operator
TMAX maximum number of iterations
Tcenter kð Þ No. of k centers of the threat region
TradiusðkÞ No. of k radiuses of the threat
VðTÞ,� Tð Þ R-parameter representation of the

three-axis angle and angular velocity
of the satellite evolved in the Tth
iteration

w1,w2,w3,w4 weight coefficients
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xi,vi position and velocity of the ith
individual

xp,xg optimal positions for each individual
in the current iteration

XC Tð Þ position of the current pigeons center

" variance of inv
� roll
 yaw
� modified Rodrigues parameter
�g global optimal evolution result of all

individuals before the current
iteration

�p local optimal evolution results of the
individual before the current
iteration

�iðTÞ R-parameter of the satellite attitude
angle evolved by the ith individual in
Tth iteration

�i,k1 Tð Þ abscissa of the kth attitude node is
within the threat region

�i,k1 Tð Þ, kth R- parameter node of the ith
�i,k2 Tð Þ, �i,k3 Tð Þ individual in the Tth iteration
� pitch
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